Hello robot aficionados! We bet you love robots as much as we do, so in the Robotics Contest, we're asking you to share your robot projects with the world.

You'll be in the running to win some wonderful prizes from iRobot (http://www.irobot.com) in partnership with National Robotics Week (http://www.nationalroboticsweek.org), including the iRobot Roomba Vacuum Cleaning Robot, an iRobot Braava 380t Mopping Robot, iRobot Create 2 Programmable Robot, and more.

Want more contests? Check out Instructables' current contests here! (http://www.instructables.com/contest/)
Flip-Flop CyliBot by gwfong

Line Follower Robot - PID Control -... by mjrovai

3D printed snake robot by Nikus

4 Axis Robot Arm DIY by fortzero

Arduino Bluetooth Tank with Custom Android Application (VI) by fortzero

Arduino Bluetooth Tank with Custom... by fortzero

Modular Robotic Hand & Arm (With Ex... by Baybren

RomoBOT - Animatronic Face Robot by gtoombs